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Purpose: An exceeding peak skin dose (PSD) in fluoroscopy procedures is associated with 

deterministic effects in skin, hence its assessment is required by Italian and European law for each 

patient. Many commercial software perform the PSD calculus and their validation is usually 

performed with specific gafchromic films, which are not always available. In a recent publication 

the American Association of Physicists in Medicine recommended the open source software 

Pyskindose for the calculation of skin dose maps. In this study we aimed to implement Pyskindose 

for a new fluoroscopy system and to estimate the associated error for future validation of dose 

tracking software. 

Methods and materials: The configuration required the geometric and dosimetric characterization 

of the system, including table displacements, beam angles, table plus pad attenuation and half value 

layer at different voltages. Some customizations were also introduced, including the dose 

calculation for Cone Beam acquisitions and the construction of computational phantoms based on 

patients’ Computed Tomography (CT) volumes from previous radiological exams. The error 

associated to PSD was estimated by considering the uncertainty of the source distance, HVL, table 

and pad attenuation and field homogeneity. In absence of suitable gafchromic films, the ones 

usually employed in radiotherapy were calibrated and irradiated with 4 simple exposure sequences 

as an additional test for previous assessments. The software was applied on 16 performed 

procedures and the PSD when using custom and standard phantoms were compared to the total 

Kerma at reference point. 

Results: The estimated error of Pyskindose, to be considered when using the CT custom phantoms, 

was of 9%, which is comparable to the documented uncertainty associated to gafchromic films for 

fluoroscopy. This result could not be reproduced by the used gafchromic films, whose uncertainty 

was of 15%. However, the experimental maps reflected what was previously found with RDSR 

evaluation, i.e. differences inferior to 0.5cm in table displacements and beam collimation. The 

highest average dose difference in the considered regions of interest was of 19%. The maximum 



observed discrepancy for the use of the standard phantom instead of the custom one was of 20%, 

observed in patients with large body size and angled procedures; while the total Kerma at reference 

point differed from PSD of at most 35% for procedures performed at a nearer distance from the 

source. 

 

Figure 1: Difference maps between gafchromic films and Pyskindose software. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Skin dose maps using CT phantom (on the left) and the standard Pyskindose phantom (on 

the right). 

 

Conclusion: Pyskindose was deemed accurate enough to perform the validation of new dose 

tracking software and to be employed in critical cases to increase the quality of the evaluation. 
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